ABSTRACT The chaotic dynamics of the map x) (]Ix + a) (mud 1) are studied using Parry's flexpansion. It is shown that for < fl < 2,a > 0, the number of periodic points of period n is 0)
INTRODUCTION
When ]/is an integer, the dynamics of the mapx) ( + a) ( IfX is a random variable on R, with probability densityf so that supp(f) [0,1 ], let 9'f denote the probability density of 2'). Then, we show that 9d2'[0.11(0) ff-n #(n) It follows that #(n) O(ff'), since lim VnZI0,11(0) exists by the ergodicity of the mapping (Sinai, 1981) LEMMA IfO<x_< l, then f(x)=ff'[f(ff'x-ff'a)+f(ff'x-ff'a+ff')+ PROOF. P(a<_ X < x)= P(ff'a-ff'a<_ X <_if'x-if'a)+ P(/Yct-ff'a+/3-' <_ X <-fl-tx-fl-'a+D-') +P(ff'ot-ff'ot+2ff' < X In terms of densities, this means
Dierentiating, one obtains the lemma.
A measurefis invariant under if and only if it is a fixed point of the operator (see Lasota, 1973 ) From this equation, one may deduce certain simple properties of :. For instance, it is easy to see that if = 0,/() ='/(')= -/(0).
Next, let us derive a formula for the n'th iterate of / LEMMA2. v"f(x) ff".,f(ff"x-ff"a+al"'),where{a',"' -'"'} is the set of all .., expansions fl-ls +ff-2s2+...+ff-nsn so that s, {0,1} and ff-lx+/-lsl +ff-2s2+...+-nsn < ff-n+lx + flls2 +...+fl-n+lsn < lx+ff-s, _< PROOF. Lemma takes care of the case n l, so we may proceed by induction. Assume that a 0 and that the statement is true for n k 1. Then
This shows that the statement is true for n k If" a 0, the lemma follows from the observation that, where /l is the operator corresponding to ) (/It + a) (rood ), and /is the operator corresponding to x) =,B (rood I), v,f() /f(x a).
This lemma permits us to estimate asymptotically the number #(n) defined above. The problem of determining #(n) for arbitrary n is apparently unsolved and seems to be very difficult.
PROOF Take a=0 :f()=,B-"f(,/"')..., Take f ZI0.I, then :f(a)=ff"#(n) V 
